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Insurance Gaps with Unregulated Transportation Services (“Ridesharing”) 
Threaten Passenger and Public Safety 

 
Unregulated transportation app companies—known as “Transportation Network Companies” in 
California and inaccurately as “ridesharing” elsewhere—contain serious insurance-coverage 
loopholes that threaten passengers, other drivers, pedestrians and even drivers for these 
companies. 

The first loophole is that personal auto policies do not allow drivers to use their vehicles 
commercially—including using the vehicle to ferry paying passengers around town. Consumer 
Reports recently warned: “Don't risk your car insurance by operating your vehicle as a part-time 
taxi. Insurance companies have stated they will cancel the policies of drivers who use their 
vehicles in a commercial manner.  

The second major insurance-coverage loophole involves “cruising”—when taxi drivers cruise the 
streets awaiting new fares. This is an essential part of being on-duty. The liability insurance 
provided by uberX, Lyft and Sidecar does not cover drivers while they are cruising. This gap in 
insurance coverage places pedestrians at terrible risk, as evidenced by the New Year’s Eve death 
of six-year-old Sophia Liu. UberX has become infamous for this insurance coverage gap, and it 
turns out that Lyft is equally exposed on this front, as confirmed on the record by a Lyft 
spokesperson.  
 
Uber, Lyft and Sidecar profess to have a $1 million per-incident liability policy. Although these 
policies have not been adequately verified, even if one assumes these companies are being 
truthful, this coverage is inadequate. Media reports indicate that the limited liability insurance 
these companies carry only applies in certain cases, leaving huge coverage gaps.  
 
A hidden insurance coverage problem involves impromptu street hails. The TLPA has received 
reports of uberX and Lyft drivers stopping to pick up passengers who pay cash for the trip. These 
trips are not registered in the Uber or Lyft systems and would be entirely uncovered by any 
insurance. 
 
Lyft and Uber recently announced their participation in a California-based “rideshare insurance 
coalition” hoping to fix the dangerous insurance-coverage loopholes involved in “ridesharing” By 
forming and joining this coalition, these companies have publicly acknowledged that their services 
involve dangerous gaps in insurance coverage. 
 
The only certain route to insurance safety is full-time commercial auto liability insurance coverage 
and transparency. Until that happens, these companies will continue to seek record profits by 
shifting their corporate risk onto the backs of passengers, drivers, innocent bystanders and quite 
possibly local governments that allow this risk shifting to take place.  


